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How to 
appropriately

Challenge 
The Status Quo
Fred Marshall, CEO | Founder 
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14,000 People in 41 countries in 18 months | € 875,000,000 of Incremental Revenue the First Full Year

Largest Implementation

• Core Selling Model

• Coaching & Pull-Through

• Manager Development 
Curriculum

• Behavioral Interviewing 
Profiles & Guidelines

• Initial Sales Training

• Advanced Sales Training

• € 875,000,000 – Incremental 
Revenue the First Full Year



Helped Commercialize and Launch World’s First “Magic Bullet” Monoclonal Antibody -Drug-Conjugate 
Targeted to Specific Tumor Antigens. Designed Content Based on Quantum’s Research into the 
Behavioral Differences Between Top and Middle Performers Selling Biologics in Hematology

Smallest Client – Magic Bullet

• Customer Engagement Model

• Initial Sales Training

• Support Launch

• Core Curriculum

• New Hire Profiles

Magic bullet 
antibody 
targeted to 
specific 
tumor 
antigens.



Designed Apple’s Customer Engagement Model, Coaching and Pull -Through Process, and Provided
In-Depth Skill Development in Behaviors that Move the Needle Inside the Apple Ecosystem

Most Famous Client

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple, Inc. 

• Customer Engagement Model

• Coaching and Pull-through 
Process

• In-Depth Skill Development
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LTEN EXCELLENCE AWARD FINALISTS
Congratulations to Our Clients

Training for Change All Star Team
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Care Deeply. Change Lives. Invent Tomorrow.

Have Fun. Keep it Simple. Move the Needle.
71 PRODUCT 
LAUNCHES

TRAINED 
>100,000 

REPS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is important to have fun and like the people that you are going to work with!!
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How to 
appropriately

Challenge 
The Status Quo



What’s the problem?

Sales are below expectations
because the HCP is stuck in both 

mindset and behavior 



They’ve got:

No Motivation to Change …

“Meh …”



They don’t see your brand as:

meaningfully different

from what they’re doing now



They might even agree it’s better:

but it’s not worth the hassle

of changing their current approach



Difference 
In Value

Time, Money, Effort, Complexity, Risk

Current Approach

Your 
Brand



Difference 
In Value

Time, Money, Effort, Complexity, Risk

iPhone 7

iPhone X

Is it really that much better?



A Deeper Look at 
Challenging the Status Quo



In Sales Training

We Partner with Brand Teams

And the Sales Force

To Execute the Brand Strategy



And that Boils Down to 

Effecting Change at the

Practice as a System of Care Level 

Not Just the Physician Level



The Hardest Strategy to Implement

Is the One that Requires

A Lot of People 

To Change their Mindset & Behavior.

Our Biggest Challenge
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It’s About Connecting the Dots Between Brand Strategy and Behavior Change in the Level of the Physician, the Staff, and the Patient.

To Effect Change
You Have to Understand the Healthcare Ecosystem

REP

• Mindset
• Behavior

STAFF

• Mindset
• Behavior

HCP

• Mindset
• Behavior

PATIENT

• Mindset
• Behavior

BRAND

• Strategy
• Message 

Platform
• Resource 

Base

FRM/FBT

• Mindset
• Behavior

DM

• Mindset
• Behavior

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SETUP:With this deep access, top performers are able to create system change across 4 strategic positions. KEY POINTS:When you’re speaking with the person responsible for call backs, patient education, or any other aspect on ongoing treatment support, ask:When the Dr. writes a prescription for our product, what happens next from a patient education point of view?”“How do you currently talk to new patients about how to use our product? What exact words do you actually say?” “Do you use any of the patient education materials we provide? Are they useful? What feedback are you getting from patients? Do they find the materials useful?”GO DIRECTLY TO THE NEXT SLIDE TO CONTINUE THE LISTAdditional Background Information for Facilitators:Ongoing Treatment SupportThe last strategic position to own is ongoing treatment support. This includes things like:Patient education, nurse and staff training, in-services, speaker programs, and more The goal is to be seen as a practice partner by providing concrete and meaningful support so that the patient and the staff have the best possible treatment experience from day 1. Questions to Improve Treatment SupportTreatment support is an often neglected area. Our goal is to simplify and improve the total treatment experience at every touchpoint along the continuum of care. Ask these questions to figure out what they are doing now so you can help to improve it with approved information and resources:“When the Dr. writes a prescription for our product, what happens next from a patient education point of view?”“How do you currently talk to new patients about how to use our product? What exact words do you actually say?” “Do you use any of the patient education materials we provide? Are they useful? What feedback are you getting from patients? Do they find the materials useful?”“What are you hearing from patients about their experience with our product? What’s working? What issues, challenges, or points of confusion do they have?”“Do you do or say anything to set clear expectations about our product so the patient knows what to expect and isn’t surprised?”“How often are you so busy that you have to skip patient education?”“Have you had an opportunity to give patients our co-pay assistance cards? What is their feedback? Have they had difficulty using the cards at the pharmacy? Which ones? Oh, CVS? Thank you very, helpful.” Once you know what’s going on, you can take action to simplify and improve patient education and ongoing treatment support at each touch point along the continuum of care to achieve competitive differentiation.Additional Background Information for Facilitators:Patient Access to TreatmentThis includes everything that impacts coverage from prior authorization to co-pays, patient assistance, and moreThe goal is to do everything we can to make the payor side as smooth and painless as possibleMiddle performers tend to wait until the office complains when a claim is denied, but top performers never wait! They are proactive and work to get the practice as a system set up for a successful treatment experience. It’s not about making a total office call, it’s about setting up the practice as a system for a total treatment experience that is the best it can possibly be. Questions to Identify and Resolve Barriers to Patient Access to TreatmentThe mission is to be proactive and identify, reduce, and eliminate barriers to patient access to treatment before they snowball into a problem – or worse, smolder silently irritating the staff, but having the staff never bring it up to you, only to the prescriber. Start by positioning your purpose: “One of my responsibilities is to make sure that your patients have the smoothest and most effective treatment experience possible. Access to treatment is a big part of that experience...”“Tell me what’s working right now in your practice – where is prior authorization working smoothly? Why does that work so well for you?”“What are you doing right now to get our product prior authorized? What steps do you go through? What’s working? What’s not working? What makes it complex or difficult? Okay I see.”“What would your ideal process be? What could we do better?” These questions will give you 2 vital pieces of information: First, what their standards of excellence and comparison are. We may think our process is great, but compared to what? Second, it will tell you how we stack up and what could be better. Armed with this kind of insight you’ll know what to focus on to improve the process. And you’ll be able to provide valuable feedback and insight to home office. Even if you can’t totally fix it right away, the fact that you cared enough to ask speaks volumes and expands your credibility. 



It’s Not Just About Delivering Messages

It’s About 

Changing the Mindset, Behaviors, and 
Protocols of Every Relevant Stakeholder in 

the Healthcare Ecosystem



MEANINGFUL COMPETITIVE DIFFERENTIATION DELIVERED
(Total Treatment Experience Composite Index*)

EXCEEDS 
EXPECTATIONS

MEETS 
EXPECTATIONS

COMPETITOR #2 QUANTUM CLIENTCOMPETITOR #3 COMPETITOR #1

Is a “go-to” resource to provide 
valuable, effective, and seamless, 
support for me and my entire staff

Is knowledgeable about products 
in his/her portfolio, as well as 
competitive products

Understands the needs and goals 
of my practice

Clearly articulates the specific 
patient type for his/her product by 
providing a convincing rationale to 
use his/her products over the 
competition

Helps navigate challenges in the 
patient experience through 
insurance and patient support 
services*

PRIORITIZED 
EXPERIENCE DRIVERS

N=50 *Each item is composed of 5-7 sub descriptors. 

15 
Months

ZS Associates Data Sets



How Do We Do That?

How Did We So Effectively 
Challenge the Status Quo

At So Many Levels?
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HOW WE IDENTIFY THE MINDSET AND BEHAVIORS THAT MOVE THE NEEDLE IN 
YOUR WORLD

It Starts with 
Research in Your Ecosystem

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide Type: Section TitleSlide Master Layout Used: Section Title (Teal-Purple)How to Use/Purpose/Details:Signify that we are in a new sectionDescription lines underneath Section Title



Blinded Field Rides to Identify the Right Mindset & Behaviors

Top Performers
Consistently in the top 3 to 7% 

for 8 quarters in a row.

Middle Performers
Consistently in the 50th percentile for 

8 quarters in a row. Solid citizens!



Identify What Your Super Stars Do: Mindset & Behaviors
TRAIN AND COACH THE REST OF YOUR SALES FORCE TO DO THAT

Middle Performers

Super Stars



What Do Blinded Field Rides
With Top and Middle Performers

Tell Us About What it Takes to 
Challenge the Status Quo?
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TOP PERFORMERS HAVE A MUCH BIGGER FOOTPRINT THAN THEIR MIDDLE 
PERFORMING COUNTERPARTS IN THE KEY ACCOUNTS THEY CALL UPON

The Rep’s Footprint Matters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SETUP:How big is your footprint? Top performers quite literally have a bigger footprint than their middle performing counterparts.ADVANCE to the next slide.



Middle Performers 
Have a Smaller 
Footprint
PROACTIVE WITH DOC

REACTIVE WITH STAFF

TALKS MORE

MAKES ASSUMPTIONS

LETS THE CONVERSATION WANDER

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SETUP:Here is a typical middle performer.REVIEW KEY POINTS:They are typically proactive with the physician and reactive with the staff.They see their role as getting the physician to try their product – meaning they center their messaging and questions around the treatment decision.Then they handle problems with prior authorization and product access reactively as these problems come up.They have more of a wait a see attitude.They tend to be on their own agenda, talk more than listen, and ask hardly any questions.They are mostly in “Tell mode.”(If the group has seen the 3 Predictors you can connect this behavior to the 2 quadrants where middle performers live: Proactive, but internally focused or other focused and Reactive)ASK:What do you think the customer’s perception is of a rep who behaves like this?How do you think that impacts the reps’ success?BRIDGE:�Each of these behaviors end up limiting the rep’s access to the account. You can see this in 3 key statistics that represent a smaller footprint in the account.
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SMALLER FOOTPRINT IN THE PRACTICE | MOSTLY “TELL MODE”
Typical Middle Performer Behavior

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SETUP:The result of middle performing behavior is limited access to the practice as a system. You can see this in a smaller footprint.REVIEW KEY POINTS:Middle performers:Have a smaller footprint in their accountsAverage 2.3 HCP Interactions per office visitTalk more than listensMakes assumptionsAsk very few questionsASK:What do you think the customer’s perception is of this representative?How do you think that impacts the reps’ success?BRIDGE:�So, what about Top Performers?



Top Performers 
Have a Bigger 
Footprint
PROACTIVE WITH DOC AND STAFF

TALKS LESS

ASKS MORE QUESTIONS

LISTENS INTENTLY

TESTS ASSUMPTIONS

FOCUSED CONVERSATIONS –
GUIDE WITH QUESTIONS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SETUP:Here is a typical middle performer.REVIEW KEY POINTS:They are typically proactive with the physician and reactive with the staff.They see their role as getting the physician to try their product – meaning they center their messaging and questions around the treatment decision.Then they handle problems with prior authorization and product access reactively as these problems come up.They have more of a wait a see attitude.They tend to be on their own agenda, talk more than listen, and ask hardly any questions.They are mostly in “Tell mode.”(If the group has seen the Three Predictors you can connect this behavior to the 2 quadrants where middle performers live: Proactive, but internally focused or other focused and Reactive)ASK:What do you think the customer’s perception is of a rep who behaves like this?How do you think that impacts the reps’ success?BRIDGE:�Each of these behaviors end up limiting the rep’s access to the account. You can see this in 3 key statistics that represent a smaller footprint in the account.



It’s Not Enough to Get the 
Physician to Change

It’s About 
Achieving System Change
Across Every Stakeholder

Along the Continuum of Care 
For Your Brand

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SETUP: How do we achieve system change?ADVANCE to the next slide.



It’s both the patient journey

and 

the physician’s, practice’s, and pharmacy’s 
journey …

to create a better 
total treatment experience.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SETUP: How do we achieve system change?ADVANCE to the next slide.
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Much Larger Footprint in the Practice and is Focused on “Tipping the System of Care." 
Typical Top Performer Behavior

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SETUP:The result of this top performing behavior is a much larger footprint in the practice.REVIEW KEY POINTS:Top PerformersHas a larger footprint in each accountsAverage 4.3 HCP interactions per office visitAsks more questionsListens intentlyTalks lessSays less, but with greater impactASK:What do you think the customer’s perception is of this representative?How do you think that impacts the reps’ success?BRIDGE:�Lets compare the 2approaches again and think about the implications of these 2 approaches over time.
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Deep access, well-developed 
credible relationships, and 
strategic understanding of how 
to bring value to each 
stakeholder. 
• Gets deep into the “system” 
• Understands who in the office 

touches the prior auth. system, 
patient education process, 
and who takes patient 
callbacks

• Knows what the current 
systems are and how the staff 
uses them – where the hiccups 
are, barriers, and opportunities 
for growth and value

• Is fully integrated into the 
practice and is seen as a 
partner in patient care

• Consistently pinpoints barriers 
and then uses the most 
effective resources to address 
them to minimize their impact

Significant access and well-
developed credible relationships. 
Actively manages patient flow 
across the practice.
• Gets deep into the “office” 
• Meaningful dialogue with doc 

and 1 other key stakeholder: 
• Prior auth.
• Callback nurse
• Patient education
• Treatment support person

• Asks second question: What and 
Why

• Proactively scans and probes to 
identify key barriers across 2 
strategic positions: from 
competitive differentiation 
through appropriate patient 
identification, treatment, and 
reimbursement, and address 
any issues with appropriate 
resources

Limited access and surface-level 
relationships and dialogue. 
Focuses attention on 1 or 2 areas 
of the practice at a time. 
• Gets back to the hall/sample 

area
• Has a meaningful dialogue with 

the doc. Asks the first question 
(What are you doing now?), but 
not the “second” question (Why 
are you doing it that way?)

• Talks with staff but no 
meaningful treatment-related 
discussion. Just “makes nice”

• Is aware of problems implied by 
the physician or staff, such as 
reimbursement or patient 
compliance concerns, but 
doesn’t proactively scan for 
barriers to appropriate patient 
flow

• Responds to problems as they 
arise

Limited access and superficial 
relationships. Focuses attention on 
the prescriber rather than 
systematically developing 
credible relationships across the 
practice.
• Gets back to the hall/sample 

area
• Talks to doc only. Primarily a 

product-centric monologue
• Is mostly in “tell mode” delivering 

pre-determined information, 
messaging, samples, patient 
assistance, dosing cards, etc.

• Tends to focus attention on one 
“issue” at a time; may be 
unaware of barriers to 
appropriate patient flow in other 
areas 

• Is task-focused and more 
reactive than proactive. Does 
what is asked to do

Limited access to the practice 
and poor understanding of how 
decisions are made and patients 
flow through the practice. 
• Rarely gets past the receptionist 

to have meaningful dialogue 
with any stakeholders

• Doesn’t think in terms of 
managing patient flow through 
the practice

• Limited access restricts role to 
building relationships, providing 
information, and supporting 
customer requests

Becoming a Practice Partner Influences change across practice by developing 
meaningful relationships with all stakeholders in a practice to 
bring value to them based on their roles. Understands how 
the practice works and uses that knowledge to pinpoint 
barriers that may affect appropriate patient flow.

GREATGOOD BREATHTAKING

Give the Sales Force a Road Map … 
from Good to Great to Breathtaking.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Hidden slide]



A Bigger Footprint

Is Essential for Creating

Meaningful Competitive Differentiation

& Achieving System Change

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SETUP: How do we achieve system change?ADVANCE to the next slide.
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MEANINGFUL COMPETITIVE DIFFERENTIATION DELIVERED
(Total Treatment Experience Composite Index*)

EXCEEDS 
EXPECTATIONS

MEETS 
EXPECTATIONS

COMPETITOR #2 QUANTUM CLIENTCOMPETITOR #3 COMPETITOR #1

Is a “go-to” resource to provide 
valuable, effective, and seamless, 
support for me and my entire staff

Is knowledgeable about products 
in his/her portfolio, as well as 
competitive products

Understands the needs and goals 
of my practice

Clearly articulates the specific 
patient type for his/her product by 
providing a convincing rationale to 
use his/her products over the 
competition

Helps navigate challenges in the 
patient experience through 
insurance and patient support 
services*

PRIORITIZED 
EXPERIENCE DRIVERS

N=50 *Each item is composed of 5-7 sub descriptors. 

15 Months to 
Becoming a 
Competitive 
Powerhouse!

FEEDBACK FROM 
PHYSICIANS, MID-LEVELS:  
PA’S,  NURSES,  
REIMBURSEMENT 
MANAGERS,  NURSE 
EDUCATORS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The title of this slide is: Meaningful Competitive Differentiation Delivered. Meaning, the client is able to differentiate the total treatment experience relative to all competitors in the market!Please note, in this case I indexed all the numbers on the right to 100. If you recall the original one had: 16, 12, 11, 7, 4. I set 16 as 100% and ranked all the others relative to that number. What this means is that the item with 100 was the most important to the most HCPs in the n=50 survey by ZS. Everything else shows you relative importance to that standard. It will help protect the client from others figuring out  who it is and what the brands were all about.First, set up the slide. ZS Associates assessed the Total Treatment Experience from several stakeholders in the office. The above chart is a composite index across several stakeholders from physician, to PA, prior auth person, etc. Second, each of the five items, is composed of 5 to 7 other Sub-items which add up to this composite metric. (5, 7, 5, 5, 6 items respectively.). A total of 28 items boiled down into 5 main categories from the total office – hence the total treatment experience. To say it fast say: “ZS look at 28 drivers across the total office from the Physician to mid-levels (PA, Nurse) and reimbursement people. They organized them into 5 main drivers of meaningful competitive differentiation. The relative importance is shown on the right with the most important driver getting 100, and the others ranked in relative importance to the total office staff (including the prescriber).Advance the animation to demonstrate how the quantum client leads the pack in every category!“In all cases, the client’s customer facing teams out performed each of their competitors by a statistically significant margin. They’re crushing their competitors. In the drivers of delivering a meaningfully better total treatment experience.And that is Competitive Differentiation Delivered. Or That is Sales Force Effectiveness Delivered!”



When Is 

Challenging the Status Quo 

The Right Selling Strategy?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SETUP: How do we achieve system change?ADVANCE to the next slide.
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AND HOW THEY CAN BACKFIRE AND CREATE MORE PROBLEMS THAN THEY SOLVE
4 Selling Strategies – Why and When They Work

HCP Experience in Our
Therapeutic Category HighLow

Perceived
Complexity & Risk 
in Using Our Brand

High

Low

FAB Close
Deliver the Message, 

Handle Objections, Close 
for the Business
(Simple Product, 

Inexperienced Customer)

Relationship
Share the Data

Let the Customer Decide
High Service/Support

(Simple 
Product/Experienced 

Customer)

Trusted Advisor
Help the HCP Work Through 

What’s Best for Their 
Patients

(Complex Product, 
Inexperienced Customer)

Challenging the 
Status Quo

Give the HCP a New Way of 
Perceiving Things: Reframe 
How they Perceive, Think, 

Act

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SETUP:Some people believe that selling is selling, but that turns out not to be true. Depending on the experience level of the customer and the perceived complexity of the product, we need to be able to adjust our approach to get the best outcomes.(Define the axis first)On the X axis is the HCP’s experience level in our therapeutic category. Are they new or highly experienced.On the Y axis is the perceived complexity of using our product and or the perceived risk of using our product – ranging from low to high.(Give them an example of the four quadrants that they can relate to.)In the lower left quadrant the customer is in-experienced with the category, but the product is very simple and straight forward. Examples include:Buying your first dorm room refrigerator. Using combo antibiotic where the components are well known. Penicillin + a Betalactamase Inhibitor. There’s no risk, it’s very simple. The indications are clear.In this case the best approach is: Feature, Advantage, Benefit, Close. The rep walks through the features of the fridge, the advantage of those features, and the benefits. Then closes. The fridge is quiet, holds a lot of food, has a separate compartment to keep your beer chilled and can be adjusted to keep your wine chilled. And comes in 6 fresh colors: blue/brown, etc. We can deliver it for you if you like?In the upper left quadrant, the customer is new to the therapy and it’s complicated. A good example would be a new biologic to treat a familiar disease state.It’s complex. Must be carefully managed. Patient selection is critical. There is a lot to know. There is a lot to look for and look out for.The best approach is to be a Trusted Advisor and help the HCP understand all the details of using the product without overwhelming them. In the lower right quadrant, the customer is experience In the upper left quadrant, the customer is new to the therapy and it’s complicated. A good example would be a new biologic to treat a familiar disease state.It’s complex. Must be carefully managed. Patient selection is critical. There is a lot to know. There is a lot to look for and look out for.The best approach is to be a Trusted Advisor and help the HCP understand all the details of using the product without overwhelming them. ADVANCE to the next slide.



What’s the Best Way to

Challenge the Status Quo 

Without Making Physician Access Worse?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SETUP: How do we achieve system change?ADVANCE to the next slide.
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ZS Access Monitor

Since 2008 we’ve lost about 1/3 of our 
addressable market!



The Strategy:

Leverage the Latest Insights from:

Neuroscience, Behavioral Economics, and 
Customer Experience Management to …

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SETUP: How do we achieve system change?ADVANCE to the next slide.



Change Both Mindset & Behavior

For the Physician, the Staff, and the Patient

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SETUP: How do we achieve system change?ADVANCE to the next slide.



And Actually Deepen Our Credibility

Strengthen Our Relationships

And Move the Needle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SETUP: How do we achieve system change?ADVANCE to the next slide.



How?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SETUP: How do we achieve system change?ADVANCE to the next slide.
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Pull it Through 
to Victory

Ask for an 
Incremental 

Commitment

Simplify the 
Path              

to Change

Give Them a 
Reason         

to Change

Supply the 
Energy          

to Change

5 STEPS | 5 BEHAVIORS
Disrupt the Competition by Challenging the Status Quo

p=0.01



So …

Does it work?
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✓
✓
✓

✓

IQVIA – Former Quintiles|IMS ”BrandImpact” data. 

IT STARTS WITH CHANGING THE MINDSET AND BEHAVIOR OF BOTH DMS AND REPS WHO IN 
TURN CHANGE THE PHYSICIAN’S PERCEPTION, MINDSET, BEHAVIOR, AND PROTOCOLS

Successfully Cascading Change in Behavior

Physician Assessed Drivers of Treatment Choice

2/7 6/7

Cross 
Correlated With

Rep Behavior 
Captured After 

Each Call

Rx Data

= 

Brand Impact™ 
IQVIA
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LTEN EXCELLENCE AWARD FINALISTS
Client Case Studies
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Have Fun, Keep it Simple, Move the Needle



Fred Marshall, CEO/Founder 
fred@quantumlearninginc.com

215-579-0540

Thank You! 
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YOUR FEEDBACK IS IMPORTANT TO US
Please take a moment to complete the workshop evaluation located in the mobile app. LTEN looks to 
your feedback to help improve the program each year. 

1. Open the Mobile App

2. Click on the Agenda

3. Select the Session You Are Evaluating

4. Click on “Start Survey”

If you do not want to complete the survey in the mobile app, 
you can collect a hard copy form at the registration desk. 
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